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Handbooks for Singing

VOICEWORKS is a magnificent 
resource of inspirational handbooks 
for promoting good singing and 
healthy vocal development in 
all kinds of choirs. The series is 
packed with songs and ideas which 
are practical, motivating, and 
accessible. It includes books perfect 
for everyone, from kindergarten 
children to adult singing groups.

VOICEWORKS is guaranteed to improve singing in your choir.

with 
CD(s)

You can see and hear songs from the VOICEWORKS series  
at www.oup.com/uk/music/voiceworks

VOICEWORKS

As well as the very best songs to motivate and 
energize all kinds of singers, the books are 
packed with practical, empowering guidance 
for leaders. There’s background information 
on the songs, technical tips, rehearsal 
suggestions, creative preparatory exercises, 
and performance suggestions. The text is 
always constructive, accessible, readable,  
and brief. 

Each song in the VOICEWORKS series is 
a complete lesson/rehearsal plan in itself, 
and photocopiable music pages make 
VOICEWORKS excellent value for money.

◆ Vast range of repertoire and styles
◆ Songs from simple unison to four-part  
 harmony and beyond
◆ Songs for warm ups and rehearsal use,  
 and concert repertoire
◆ A complete lesson or rehearsal plan for  
 each song
◆ Photocopiable pages
◆ CD(s) with performances of all the songs  
 and some backing tracks
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53 John KanakaRESOURCES P CD 2 track 22 P Warm ups: Nos. 11a, 12a, 13a, 15e, 18a, 25Information
Another sea shanty, this song has a typical ‘story line’ of
little consequence other than the plight of the sailors
bound for San Francisco Bay and a lot of gruelling work.
John Kanaka probably refers to the name of the ship. The
cheerfulness of the song is inspired by the hope of a break
from work, and the need to earn a wage. It is a flexible
arrangement which has a solo line with a chorus answer
which can be taken by any combination of voices.Starting

1 Robust singing is required, so some vigorous exercises
which encourage a strong sound would make a good
warm up.

1 Try exercises with arpeggios or broken chords, aiming
for accurate pitching.1 Extend the arpeggio work into the first solo phrase of
the song; teach it with the words of verse 1, then, as an
aural exercise, use the words of other verses.

1 Invent other words for this opening phrase and make
the focus accurate listening and response.
Teaching and rehearsing1 One or several soloists or a group of singers could

prepare the solo lines, while the remaining singers
tackle the chorus lines. Notice that the chorus is really
only two parts, doubled at the octave if changed voices
are singing (tenor and bass). The song can be pitched to
suit the soloist(s), and chorus voices can sing the line
that is most comfortable for them.1 Teach the upper chorus part first, observing the accent
and making it rhythmically strong. The words should
be pronounced ‘too-lie-yea’.1 Teach and add the lower chorus part, then try them
together. Note that each chorus is almost exactly the
same (the only difference is that the third one starts on
a unison note). The D minor harmony of the first chord
(on ‘John’) needs to be clear and confident, as the
harmony suggested by the opening is F major.

1 Put solo and chorus together and try all verses so there
is a feeling of atmosphere and story.

Ideas
1 Rehearse the chorus section alone, counting the bars

between without the soloist to encourage singers to
carry the harmony in their heads. This will produce a
consistent sound which is not thrown by any changes
the soloist might introduce.

Listen out
1 The chorus entry needs to be confident, so make sure

the entry notes are known.1 To keep the chorus rhythmic, place the ‘n’ of ‘John’
exactly on the fourth beat; this gives the sound a lift
onto the next word.1 The long notes at the end of each chorus need to be full
length; make sure singers know when to stop, and do so
together.

Performing
1 Visually this could be an exciting song if some

movement or action were introduced for all singers.
1 The potentially impressive feature here is the strong

unaccompanied nature of the song; try and achieve this
without use of backing instruments.1 Aim for some variation by either changing the soloist,
or sharing out the chorus between different groups of
singers. For example, it could be sung in unison, then
two, then three/four parts.
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2. We’ll work termorrer, but no work terday,John Kanaka-naka, tulai-ẽ!We’ll work termorrer, but no work terday,John Kanaka-naka, tulai-ẽ!Tulai-ẽ! oh! tulai-ẽ!
John Kanaka-naka, tulai-ẽ!

3. We’re bound away for ’Frisco Bay,We’re bound away at the break o’ day,
4. We’re bound away around Cape Horn,We wisht ter Heaven we’d niver bin born.
5. Oh haul, oh haul, oh haul away,Oh haul away an’ make yer pay.
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VOICEWORKS 2
A Further Handbook for Singing 
978-0-19-343550-6  

11 years upwards

VOICEWORKS AT 
CHRISTMAS
30 Seasonal Songs
978-0-19-343553-7  

11 years upwards

FOLK VOICEWORKS
30 Traditional Songs
978-0-19-335573-6  

11 years upwards

JAMAICAN VOICEWORKS
23 Traditional and Popular 
Jamaican Songs
978-0-19-336050-1  

11 years upwards

POPULAR VOICEWORKS 1
28 Songs in Jazz, Gospel, R&B, 
Soul, and Show Styles
978-0-19-343556-8  

11 years upwards

POPULAR VOICEWORKS 2
28 More Songs in Jazz, Gospel, 
R&B, Soul, and Show Styles
978-0-19-336894-1  

11 years upwards

Order your copies of VOICEWORKS 
from your local music shop

VOICEPLAY
22 Songs for Young Children
Pack (leader’s book, CD, children’s book) 
978-0-19-321060-8  
Children’s book 978-0-19-321061-5
3–5 years

VOICELINKS
Songs and Activites across the 
Curriculum
978-0-19-337023-4   

3–7 years

YOUNG VOICEWORKS 
32 Songs for Young Singers
978-0-19-343555-1 

5–9 years

JUNIOR VOICEWORKS 1
33 Songs for Children
9 78-0-19-343551-3  

7– 11 years

JUNIOR VOICEWORKS 2
33 More Songs for Children
978-0-19-335574-3  

7–11 years

VOICEWORKS 1
A Handbook for Singing
978-0-19-343549-0  

11 years upwards

www.oup.com/uk/music/voiceworks


